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Education inequality in England is entrenched. 

By the time they start school, a child born into a  
socio-economically disadvantaged family is already less likely to 
meet expected levels of language, communication, and physical 
development. These gaps only widen throughout primary 
and secondary school. By the age of 16, socio-economically 
disadvantaged young people are significantly more likely to leave 
formal education without good grades in English and maths. 

These attainment gaps are a major driver of differences  
in education and employment outcomes later in life. 

This doesn’t need to be the case. Giving every  
child—whatever their background or where they go to school—
access to great teaching is one of the most powerful levers 
we have for change. Using evidence—looking at what has and 
hasn’t worked in the past—puts us in a great position to do this.

At the EEF, we support schools, nurseries and colleges to 
improve teaching and learning for 2–19 year olds through  
better use of evidence.

We do this by:

• Summarising evidence: 
Reviewing the best available evidence on teaching and 
learning and presenting it in an accessible way.

• Finding new evidence: 
Funding independent evaluations of programmes 
and approaches that aim to raise the attainment of 
children and young people from socio-economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds.

• Putting evidence to use: 
Supporting education practitioners, as well as 
policymakers and other organisations, to use evidence in 
ways that improve teaching and learning.

1. About the EEF and our mission
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2. Chairman’s introduction and CEO’s report

This year has brought more challenge 
for the education sector, as we 
tackle the ongoing implications to the 
learning and development of children 
and young people brought about by 
the pandemic. Yet again, schools, 
nurseries and colleges across 
the country have responded with 
resilience and dedication.

I am proud of the role we’ve played in 
supporting the sector at this critical 

time. The EEF has produced timely resources and guidance to 
support schools, nurseries, and colleges, as well as providing 
direct support through programmes and training. We were also 
integral in the set-up and delivery of the first year of the National 
Tutoring Programme, the government’s flagship response to the 
impact of the pandemic on pupil’s learning.

The past year has highlighted how important the EEF’s work is. 
This was recognised in the Schools White Paper in March, when 
the Department for Education committed to re-endowing the EEF 
with £137m to allow us to continue our work for the foreseeable 
future. In September 2022, the Department for Education also 

confirmed up to £41m of funding towards the Accelerator Fund, 
which will enable us to provide direct support to schools over the 
next three years by scaling up effective programmes.

When the Sutton Trust founded the EEF in 2011 as lead charity 
together with Impetus, we couldn’t have imagined the reach and 
impact the organisation would have in little more than 10 years. 
The English education system is now one of the most evidence-
based in the world. Over half of state primary and secondary 
schools have taken part in an EEF-funded trial, and 70% of 
school leaders use the Teaching and Learning Toolkit to inform 
their decision-making.

As the challenge of tackling the attainment gap becomes ever 
greater, the EEF will remain a valuable and above all a trusted 
source of support for all teachers and school leaders.

Sir Peter Lampl 
Chairman
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For many of us, this year felt as close 
to “normal” as we’ve experienced 
in a while. However, the long-term 
impact of COVID-19 continues to be 
an everyday reality for those working 
in schools, colleges, and nurseries. 
The challenge of supporting learning 
recovery remains large.

Practitioners across the country have 
continued to go above and beyond 
in their efforts, working tirelessly 

to make sure that the children and young people in their care 
are given the best possible chances of success, both in the 
classroom and outside the school gates. However, helping 
children to get back on track is not their responsibility alone. We 
have a collective duty to ensure the impacts of the pandemic 
are reversed, and that the attainment gap between socio-
economically disadvantaged pupils narrows. 

We at the EEF remain committed to our mission of breaking the 
link between family income and education achievement through 
better use of evidence.

Evaluating and scaling high-potential programmes has always 
been central to our mission, and this year we have prioritised:

• Refining our approach to commissioning research through 
our refreshed research agenda.

• Building the evidence base around the impact of specific 
educational programmes on pupil outcomes, and broadening 
access to those that show promise, through the Department 
for Education’s Accelerator Fund.

Our renewed research agenda

Since the EEF was established in 2011, we’ve worked to 
evaluate the impact of educational programmes on pupil 
progress so that school leaders can make informed decisions 
about which initiatives could be effective in their setting. 

Building on what we’ve learned from this work, our future 
funding rounds will focus on themes and questions. These 
are identified through gaps in the existing evidence base, as 
well as approaches that are likely to be particularly beneficial 
for children and young people from socio-economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds.

We at the EEF remain committed 
to our mission of breaking the 
link between family income and 
education achievement through 
better use of evidence.
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A report from our CEO, Professor Becky Francis

2. Chairman’s introduction and CEO’s report

Our first funding round under this new approach opened in 
January this year. We invited applications in the following 
priority areas:

• Cognitive science;

• Early Years and Key Stage 1 maths teaching; and

• Early language.

As part of our refreshed approach, we’re also working with the 
Youth Endowment Fund to build evidence on what works to 
improve pupil attendance and reduce exclusions.

....continued next page
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This year, through the 
Department for Education’s 
Accelerator Fund, we were 
able to expand this activity to 
broaden access to evidence-based 
programmes and develop the 
pipeline of new programmes.

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Chairman’s introduction and CEO’s report

2. Chairman’s introduction and CEO’s report

Building the pipeline of evidence- 
based programmes

Over the last ten years, we’ve funded over 200 projects 
to identify approaches and programmes that support 
teaching and learning.

This year, through the Department for Education’s 
Accelerator Fund, we were able to expand this activity 
to broaden access to evidence-based programmes and 
develop the pipeline of new programmes. We focused 
on three regions that had been identified as being 
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic: the North; 
East Midlands and the Humber; and the West Midlands. 

Through this work, we supported the development 
of early-stage programmes, ran efficacy and 
effectiveness trials of approaches that have shown 
promise in previous evaluations, and supported 
effective programmes to scale. Together with our 
Research School Network, we worked to develop 
and deliver bespoke training for schools that provided 
practical support to develop strategies to support 
disadvantaged pupils’ learning.

In addition to these two areas of focus, we have 
continued to produce timely evidence reviews, tools, and 

resources to meet the challenges faced by education 
settings across the country. Our evidence guardianship 
work has grown, and we are proud of the role we have 
played in making sure that teacher development reforms 
are backed by the best-available evidence. 

It has been extremely rewarding for all of us at the EEF to 
work with the sector over the past year, bolstering their 
recovery efforts with lessons from the evidence. Time 
and time again, practitioners proved their dedication 
and commitment to the pupils in their care, despite their 
responsibilities expanding well past the norm. 

We look forward to continuing to support these efforts 
as we work together to break the link between family 
income and education achievement. 

 

 

 
 
Professor Becky Francis 
Chief Executive
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Total leverage and reach
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Comprising:

* Comprising: £10m Dept for 
Education (DfE) co-funding for 
‘Literacy Transition Catch Up’ round; 
£3.4m DfE co-funding for ‘Improving 
the Home Learning Environment’ 
round; £2.5m DfE co-funding for ‘Early 
Years: professional development and 
leadership’ round; £1m for Research 
Use round; £1m for Character round; 
£271k DfE funding to deliver the 
EEF-evaluated Early Years Foundation 
Stage Profile pilot; £5m for Evidence 
Guardianship.

** Comprising: £1m DfE funding 
for EEF Research Schools in the 
Opportunity Areas; £2.3m DfE funding 
for EEF-evaluated projects delivered 
as part of its Teaching and Leadership 
Innovation Fund (TLIF); £2.5m DfE 
funding to deliver the British Council’s 
international exchange programme, 
with EEF overseeing the independent 
evaluation; £20m DfE funding to 
deliver the EEF-evaluated ‘Post-16 
Maths Premium’ project; £26m DfE 
funding for the scale-up of EEF-
evaluated ‘Magic Breakfast’ project.

*** Comprising: £80.2m DfE grant 
variation to the EEF to run NTP 
Tuition Partners; £8.1m for scaled up 
delivery of the Nuffield Early Language 
Intervention (NELI).

**** Comprising: 44% of the £56m 
successful DfE-funded Strategic 
School Improvement Fund bids 
cited EEF-funded projects and EEF 
guidance reports in their applications.

2. Chairman’s introduction and CEO’s report
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3. Our people 

Trustees (as at 31 August 2022)

Sir Peter Lampl (Chair)  

Naomi Eisenstadt  

Sir Peter Gershon  

David Hall CBE (Vice-Chair)  

Lucy Heller  

Nat Sloane CBE  

Hanneke Smits  

Prof. Sir Kevan Collins

Education Advisory Board 

Sir Michael Wilshaw (Chair)  

Kate Atkins  

Peter Goldsbrough  

Sir Mark Grundy 

David Hall CBE  

Hang Ho  

Russell Hobby  

Prof. Wei Li 

Prof. Steve Higgins  

Sir Frank Mcloughlin CBE  

Ann Mroz MBE  

Prof. Dame Alison Peacock 

EEF Team (as at 31st August 2022) 

Executive Team

Prof. Becky Francis, Chief Executive  

Emily Yeomans, Director of Research (maternity leave) 

Julie Nelson, Director of Research (maternity cover) 

Anne-Laure Bedouet, Director of Finance and Operations 

Chris Paterson, Director of Impact

Programmes  

Igraine Rhodes, Head of Programmes 

Amy Clark, Accelerator Fund Lead 

Kath Davies, Senior Programme Manager 

Sarah Tillotson, Senior Programme Manager 

Ben Simuyandi, Programme Manager 

Emma Atherton-Evans, Data & Reporting Manager 

Katie Luxton, Programme Manager 

Jamila Boughelaf, Programme Manager 

Aoife Duff, Programme Manager 

Amy Ellis-Thompson, Programme Manager 

Andrea Mills, Programme Manager 

Daniella Duncalf, Programme Support Officer 

Nikhil McGeoch, Administrative Assistant, Accelerator Fund

Evaluation

Kim Bohling, Head of Evaluation  

Christine Kelly, Senior Evaluation Manager  

Kat Keck, Senior Evaluation Manager 

Celeste Cheung, Senior Evaluation Manager 

Maria Pomoni, Evaluation Manager 

Faizaan Sami, Evaluation Manager 

Guillermo Romero, Evaluation Manager 

Rachael Morris, Evaluation Manager 

Karishma Gohil, Evaluation Support Officer 

Rob Coe, Senior Associate

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Our people
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Dissemination and Impact 

Stuart Mathers, Head of Dissemination and Impact  

Alex Quigley, National Content Manager 

Lizzie Swaffield, National Delivery Manager  

Prof. Jonathan Sharples, Professorial Research Fellow  

Richard Brink, Data and Engagement Manager 

Siobhan Keddie, Regional Delivery Lead 

Caitlin Mackinder, Regional Delivery Lead 

Jo Goodman, Regional Delivery Lead 

Lorwyn Randall, Regional Delivery Lead 

Maria Cunningham, Regional Delivery Lead 

Emma Price, Regional Programme Manager 

Phoebe Fisher, Regional Project Manager 

Matt George, Regional Delivery Officer 

Kara Taylor, Regional Delivery Officer 

Vanessa Nakitende, Regional Delivery Administrator 

Kirsten Mould, Senior Content Manager 

Julie Kettlewell, Content Specialist, Learning Behaviours  

Sarah Green, Content Specialist, Literacy 

Fliss James, Content Specialist, Early Years 

Gary Aubin, Content Specialist, SEND 

Kirstin Mulholland, Content Specialist, Maths 

Bob Pritchard, Content Specialist, Science 

Mia Travers-Hayward, Early Stage Programme Development Lead 

Sarah Dobie, Early Stage Programme Development Lead

Policy  

Nick Worsley, Head of Policy 

Rupal Patel, Research and Policy Manager (maternity leave) 

Kate Burls, Policy Manager (maternity cover) 

Laurence Vincent, Policy Manager  

Harry Madgwick, Research and Policy Manager  

Nancy Shaw, Policy Officer 

3. Our people 

Evidence Synthesis

Jonathan Kay, Head of Evidence Synthesis 

Mohammed Zaman, Project Manager 

Amy Faux, International Project Manager 

Kat Pearce, Research Manager 

Hannah Shackleton, Research Officer 

Isabel Kempner, Research Officer 

Ellis Turton, International Officer

Communications 

Hilary Cornwell, Head of Communications 

Adil Morrison, Digital Comms Manager 

Charlotte Bedford, Comms and Media Manager 

Dawn Baxter, Digital Communications Officer

Finance & Operations  

Heather Burgess, Head of Philanthropy and Partnerships 

Tanya Rajiah, Executive Assistant to CEO 

Marianne Barlow, HR Manager 

Iain Nartey, Office Manager 

Wura Dawodu, Senior Finance Officer 

Sana Batul, Team Administrator 

Alan Martin, Data Protection Officer

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Our people
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+6

Teaching and Learning Toolkit 

In October, we launched the new version of the Teaching 
and Learning Toolkit. The new Toolkit contains additional 
information on: 

• Practices that might have an impact on closing  
the attainment gap for socio-economically  
disadvantaged children; 

• How to successfully implement approaches to achieve 
positive impacts for children and young people; 

• The different effects that sit behind the overall average in the 
Toolkit. For example, when impacts are different between 
older and younger pupils or in different subject areas.  

Alongside the launch, we provided support to schools on how 
to use the Toolkit effectively. 

The new Toolkit has proved popular. According to independent 
polling from NFER, 70% of school leaders across primary and 
secondary schools use the Toolkit to inform their decision-making.  

This year we’ve been doing extensive development work to 
prepare for the relaunch of the Early Years Toolkit in 2023.

This update applies a similar methodology to the Teaching and 
Learning Toolkit and will lead to additional information that sits 
“behind the average”, just as with the Teaching and Learning Toolkit.

4. Summarising evidence

Figure 1: Use of the Teaching and Learning  
   Toolkit is increasing
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Our evidence synthesis work reviews the best available evidence on 
teaching and learning and presents it in an accessible way.

Q. How does your school decide which approaches 
     and programmes to adopt to improve pupil learning?

A. Using the Teaching and Learning Toolkit

School leaders

11% 70%

Teachers

4% 41%

2022

2012

2012

2022

Source: National Foundation for Educational Research (nfer) survey as part 
of their Teachers Voice Omnibus survey, conducted for the Sutton Trust. 

Q. How does your school decide which approaches 
     and programmes to adopt to improve pupil learning?

A. Using the Teaching and Learning Toolkit

School leaders

11% 70%

Teachers

4% 41%

2022

2012

2012

2022

Source: National Foundation for Educational Research (nfer) survey as part 
of their Teachers Voice Omnibus survey, conducted for the Sutton Trust. 
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New projects

Our grant-making continued to be affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic. New funded projects were restricted to re-grants of 
covid-affected trials. We approved eight projects for regrants, 
working with almost 180,000 pupils in 890 schools. Eight 
projects also received capability-building support to adapt 
programmes that already had a positive trial result to deliver 
successfully at scale.

We restarted grant funding rounds this year, after our 
commissioning process was impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic. We ran two open grants rounds in January and 
February, with the successful grants expected to be announced 
by the beginning of 2023. 

5. Finding new evidence

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Finding new evidence

5–6 
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8–12 
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c.20 
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c.50 
settings

c.100 
settings

c.100+ 
settings

Innovation Development Pilot Efficacy trial Effectiveness trial

Get support to 
design, package 
and deliver.

Get support 
to develop 
and adapt.

Find out how 
feasible your 
programme or 
approach is.

Test the impact 
under the best 
possible conditions.

Test the impact 
under everyday 
conditions.

Scale-up

Widen access to 
programmes that 
have shown a 
positive impact.

Figure 2: What types of projects and evaluations do we fund?

Our evidence generation work focuses on funding independent evaluations of programmes and approaches that 
aim to raise the attainment of children and young people from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds.   
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Name Description Grantee Reach Evaluated by Delivery grant Type

1stClass@Number A small-group intervention delivered by teaching 
assistants to support pupils struggling with numeracy 
in Year 2.

Edge Hill University 90 schools / 900 pupils NFER (part of Accelerator 
Fund)

£116,582 Scale-up

Reciprocal Reading A structured approach to teaching strategies 
(questioning, clarifying, summarising and predicting) 
that students can use to improve their reading 
comprehension.

FFT Literacy 100 schools / 1,400 pupils NFER (part of Accelerator 
Fund)

£140,578 Scale-up

The 5Rs A year-long programme focusing on revision and key 
GCSE maths content.

Association of Colleges 80 schools / 1,600 pupils York Trials Unit £152,000 Efficacy

Learning Language  
and Loving It

A CPD programme designed to improve children’s early 
language at the whole class level.

Communicate SLT 150 schools / 3,600 pupils NatCen £674,052 Efficacy

English Mastery A knowledge rich KS3 English curriculum programme. Edge Hill University 100 schools / 18,400 pupils Sheffield Hallam University £977,364 Efficacy

PALS A whole-class, structured, paired-reading intervention 
aiming to improve pupils’ reading comprehension and 
oral reading fluency.

Nottingham Trent University 120 schools / 2,880 pupils Manchester Metropolitan 
University

£385,284 Efficacy

Switch-On Reading An intensive one-to-one, daily, 10-week literacy 
intervention.

Nottinghamshire County 
Council

100 schools / 600 pupils NFER (part of Accelerator 
Fund)

£347,223 Scale-up

Embedding Formative 
Assessment

A professional development programme which aims 
to improve pupil outcomes by embedding the use of 
formative assessment strategies across a school.

SSAT (The Schools Network) 150 schools / 150,000 pupils NFER (part of Accelerator 
Fund)

£825,119 Scale-up

Projects approved in 2021–22

5. Finding new evidence
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

Craft of Writing  
(Learning About Culture) 

Craft of Writing is an intervention aimed at 
developing teachers as ‘writers’ and improving 
their own writing practice and their teaching of 
writing in order to develop pupils’ writing skills. 

University of Exeter Behavioural Insights Team and UCL Institute 
of Education

Efficacy

First Thing Music  
(Learning About Culture) 

First Thing Music is a programme inspired 
by the Kodály method of music instruction, 
providing a structured, sequential music 
curriculum of increasing progression.

Tees Valley Music Service Behavioural Insights Team and UCL Institute 
of Education 

Efficacy

Power of Pictures  
(Learning About Culture)

Power of Pictures is a programme that aims 
to raise children’s reading and writing skills 
by enhancing teachers’ understanding of 
the power of picture books and increasing 
teachers’ comfort and ability in teaching using 
picture books.

Centre for Literacy in Primary Education Behavioural Insights Team and UCL Institute 
of Education  

Efficacy

Speech Bubbles  
(Learning About Culture)

The Speech Bubbles intervention is a 
Key Stage 1 (KS1) drama and storytelling 
intervention aimed at supporting children’s 
communication skills, confidence and 
wellbeing.

London Bubble Theatre Co Behavioural Insights Team and UCL Institute 
of Education 

Efficacy

Young Journalist Academy  
(Learning About Culture)

Young Journalist Academy sets up 
‘newsrooms’ in primary schools to create 
interest in journalism and improve pupils’ 
writing skills.

Paradigm Arts Behavioural Insights Team and UCL Institute 
of Education 

Efficacy

Completed projects  

All well-conducted trials generate new evidence, increasing our 
knowledge and understanding of ‘what works’. The findings 
from all of our evaluations, together with other high-quality 
evidence from around the world, will be incorporated into our 
Teaching and Learning Toolkit and its Early Years companion. 

They also inform the EEF’s guidance reports, offering teachers 
clear and actionable evidence for everyday use.

All evaluation reports can be found on our website at  
eef.li/projects

5. Finding new evidence

https://eef.li/projects
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

Generation Stem Work Experience Generation Stem is a work experience 
programme for Year 10 students aiming 
to develop students’ life skills and interest 
in STEM subjects (science, technology, 
engineering and maths).

CWS Group NFER Efficacy

National School Breakfast 
Programme 

The National School Breakfast Programme 
aimed to provide free, nutritious and 
universally available breakfast in schools 
disadvantaged areas of England.

Family Action and Magic Breakfast Behavioural Insights Team Scale-up

Lexia Reading Core5® Lexia Reading Core5® aims to improve 
reading skills, it consists of three elements: 
personalised online student activities, real-
time reporting of students progress, and 
paper-based resources to guide teacher 
instruction where needed.

Queens University Belfast The York Trials Unit and the University of York Efficacy

The 5Rs approach to GCSE  
Maths resit

The 5Rs approach aims to enhance the 
support that teachers give to 16–19-year-old 
students resitting GCSE Maths in order to 
improve their attainment.

Association of Colleges The York Trials Unit and the University of York Efficacy

ICCAMS (Increasing Competence 
and Confidence in Algebra and 
Multiplicative Structures)

ICCAMS is designed to teach two 
mathematical areas that are a key part 
of the Key Stage 3 curriculum but which 
cause problems to students—algebra and 
multiplicative reasoning.

University of Nottingham  
and Durham University

University of Manchester Effectiveness

Maximising the Impact of Teaching 
Assistants (MITA)

MITA is a whole-school training and 
consultancy programme for school leaders, 
teachers and teaching assistants (TAs), to 
improve how TAs are deployed in a classroom 
setting, prepared for lessons and interact with 
pupils to improve pupil outcomes.

UCL Institute of Education RAND Efficacy

5. Finding new evidence
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

REACH Primary REAding with CompreHension Primary 
(REACH Primary) is a targeted intervention for 
struggling Year 3 readers that comprises two 
strands: Reading Intervention sessions, and 
Oral Language Intervention.

University of Leeds Sheffield Hallam University Efficacy

Eedi/Diagnostic Questions Eedi is a mathematics homework setting 
platform designed to facilitate teachers’ 
ability to identify student mathematics 
misconceptions through diagnostic  
multiple questions.

Behavioural Insights Team Alpha Plus and Manchester Metropolitan 
University

Efficacy

Leadership Lite Leadership Lite is a leadership development 
and school improvement intervention focused 
on Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) to reduce teacher workload and 
increase teacher satisfaction with the longer-
term aim of improving teacher retention.

Carmel Education Trust NFER Efficacy

School Incentive Payments  
for Mentor Engagement in Training 

To support the Early Career Framework (ECF) 
the Department for Education commissioned 
an early roll-out of the programme ahead of 
the national roll-out, this trial looked to see 
whether financial incentives to school-based 
mentors had an impact on the time ECF 
mentors spent in training and the impact on 
retention of ECF membership.

Ambition Institute, Teach First, UCL Early 
Career Teacher Consortium, Education 
Development Trust

NFER Nimble

Impact of School Closures on KS1 This study investigated the impact of school 
closures for Covid-19 on the attainment of pupils 
in Key Stage 1 in reading and maths and on the 
gap between the attainment of disadvantaged 
and non-disadvantaged children.

N/A NFER N/A

5. Finding new evidence
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

Impact of COVID-19  
on School Starters

This study investigated the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on children’s socio-
emotional well-being and attainment during 
the Reception Year.

N/A NIESR N/A

Embedding Formative  
Assessment Mailer

Embedding formative assessment (EFA) is a 
professional development programme, this 
nimble trial ran alongside the scale-up evaluation 
and explored whether certain marketing 
messages (evidence vs testimonial) can 
encourage the adoption of EFA by school leaders.

N/A BIT Nimble

PALS Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) 
is a whole-class, structured peer tutoring 
intervention aiming to improve pupils reading 
comprehension, oral reading fluency and 
overall reading attainment.

Coventry University, Nottingham Trent 
University, University of Birmingham

RAND Europe Efficacy

Tips by Text Tips by Text programme seeks to improve 
children’s literacy, language, numeracy and socio-
emotional skills by providing information and 
strategies that empower parents and encourage 
them to do more developmental activities.

Behavioural Insights Team Institute of Employment Studies, National 
Institute of Economic and Social Research

Efficacy

Learning Language and Loving It Learning Language and Loving It™—The 
Hanen Program® for Early Childhood 
Educators is a training programme for nursery 
staff to promote opportunities for social, 
language and literacy learning in Early  
Years settings.

Communicate SLT CIC NatCen Efficacy

Flash Marking Fast Logical Aspirational Student Help (FLASH) 
Marking is a school-developed approach from 
Meols Cop Research School in Southport in 
which teachers give skills-based feedback 
rather than grades in Key Stage 4 English.

Meols Cop High School Durham University, University of Warwick Efficacy

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Finding new evidence
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

English Mastery English Mastery provides a knowledge-rich 
curriculum aiming to help teachers establish 
students’ progress and effectively plan English 
lessons throughout Key Stage 3.

Ark UK Programmes NatCen Efficacy

Primary Science Quality Mark Primary Science Quality Mark (PSQM) is a 
one-year professional learning programme 
for primary science subject leaders (SSLs), 
focusing on improving school self-evaluation 
of science.

PSQM (University of Hertfordshire) RAND Europe Efficacy

Healthy Minds Healthy Minds is a personal, social and health 
education curriculum for secondary school 
pupils (Year 7 to 10) which aims to improve 
pupils’ wellbeing and health-related outcomes.

Bounce Forward and LSE NIESR Efficacy

The REAL Programme The REAL programme (Raising Early 
Achievement in Literacy) is an intervention that 
aims to help practitioners to build parents’ 
knowledge and confidence in creating a 
home learning environment that supports and 
encourages children’s reading, writing and oral 
language (usually in the early years).

National Children’s Bureau NatCen Efficacy

Impact of Covid-19 disruptions in 
primary schools: attainment gaps

This observational study aims to provide 
rapid feedback about the impacts of Covid-19 
related school closures on the attainment 
gap between advantaged and disadvantaged 
pupils in maths and literacy in primary schools 
and map the trajectory of attainment gaps 
over the 2020–2021 school year.

FFT TeacherTapp Observational
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Project Summary Grantee Evaluator Type of study

National Tutoring Programme:  
Nimble Trials

The EEF commissioned NFER and 
Behavioural Insights Team to run nimble RCTs 
with approved NTP Year 1 Tuition Partners 
to evaluate different strategies to reach 
and engage both schools and pupils in the 
programme, looking at the most effective ways 
to get schools signed up and pupils to attend 
tutoring sessions. The four approaches were: 

1. Testing different types of  
recruitment emails;

2. Leveraging similarity to improve  
pupil attendance; 

3. Prioritising tutoring relationships to 
improve pupil attendance; and 

4. Reminders to improve pupil attendance 
and engagement. 

N/A NFER, Behavioural Insights Team Nimble

Other published reports  

In addition to our evaluation reports, we’ve also published a few papers that address 
methodological challenges and innovation, exploratory research topics, and evidence reviews.   

Assessment of changes to the membership of mathematics classes EEF

Learning About Culture: Overarching Evaluators’ Report EEF

5. Finding new evidence

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-evaluation-reports-and-research-papers/methodological-research-and-innovations/assessment-of-changes-to-the-membership-of-mathematics-classes-around-year-9-10-and-11
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-evaluation-reports-and-research-papers/syntheses-of-eef-evaluations/learning-about-culture-overarching-evaluators-report
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Accelerator Fund  

We were awarded £10.4m by the Department for Education 
to deliver programmes through the Accelerator Fund this year. 
The aim was to increase the availability of evidence-based 
programmes in maths and literacy to schools, to support with 
education recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. The focus 
was on three Regional School Commissioner areas where 
learning had been particularly impacted: the North, the West 
Midlands, and East Midlands and the Humber.

We funded a range of programmes across the EEF research 
pipeline, including:

• four efficacy trials of promising programmes;

• two effectiveness trials (programmes which we had 
previously trialed at efficacy level and found to have a positive 
impact on attainment);

• four programmes with previous successful EEF trials  
so they could scale-up into new schools, across the  
priority regions. 

Through our Accelerator Fund work, we also supported 
eight programmes to develop their capability to deliver their 
projects at further scale. We allocated a combination of grants 
directly to providers to support project scaling, as well as grants 
to third party organisations to provide external development 
support, for example in developing from a face-to-face to 
an online training delivery model, or putting in place quality 
assurance systems and processes for scale.

The Accelerator Fund provided the opportunity for us to 
support projects at an earlier stage of their development, where 
there is good evidence about what might work, but a lack of 
programmes available. 

We funded nine early-stage development projects in priority 
areas of the evidence. Each of these was led by one of our 
Research Schools Network. This will bolster the quality and 
quantity of projects coming through the ‘pipeline’ to be ready for 
trialing and scaling. 

Finally, our work through the Accelerator Fund involved a 
package of school outreach, delivered by the Research Schools 
Network, to introduce new schools to the EEF and evidence-use.

The activity we delivered through Accelerator Fund this year 
was set-up and delivered to ambitious timescales. We met or 
exceeded DfE targets in all areas by the end of the academic year:

• 1,676 schools (1,546 unique schools) were reached across 
the different strands of delivery. 

• 80% of schools were concentrated in the three regions  
of focus. 

• Around 15% of schools in the West Midlands, and East 
Midlands and Humber took part, and almost 20% of 
schools in the North. 

The DfE has extended the Accelerator Fund for three more 
years until 2025, with a national focus for trial and scale-up 
programme delivery. Planning for the second year of delivery 
began in August. 

EEF Annual Report 2022   |   Finding new evidence
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Direct support for schools  

Schools listen to other schools. Teachers listen to other teachers. 

They don’t do this in isolation. There is a complex local, regional 
and national system which provide a range of support, guidance 
and advice which help, influence and at times interfere with the 
decisions in schools. 

Understanding this reality has been our starting point for 
working out how we can get the best-available evidence around 
teaching practice into the hands of teachers, leaders and 
educators—and how it can be successfully applied by them. 

Evidence is a start... 

The appetite for using evidence, and the supports in the system 
for it to be used, continue to grow. And we continue to nurture 
this through making the best available research available in 
relevant and actionable ways for time-poor teachers and senior 
leaders – through our updated Teaching and Learning Toolkit, 
our guidance reports and our range of tools and resources.  

… but evidence is more effective with practical support. 

Simply communicating evidence effectively, while valuable, isn’t 
enough. Many schools ask for training and resources to support 
them to implement our recommendations effectively. 

This can be particularly true for those serving disadvantaged 
communities and facing multiple challenges. This is work that is 
core to the EEF’s mission. 

Since 2019 our strategy to support schools to use evidence 
to improve decision making and practice towards closing the 
disadvantage gaps has had three parts: 

• Supporting our national network of Research Schools to 
work with the other schools in their areas to support them to 
use evidence in their decision-making. 

• Our regional team—along with Research Schools—work 
closely with key local partners to develop local partnerships 
providing professional development and other support 
around key priorities.

• Coordinating messages through regional and  
national policy routes to make sure there is shared 
understanding and support for schools to receive and act on 
our recommendations. 
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Our mobilisation work supports education practitioners, as well as policymakers and 
other organisations, to use evidence in ways that improve teaching and learning. Evidence

(e.g. EEF guidance reports)

Wider Education System
(e.g. Local & national organisations)

Developing knowledge mobilisation to challenge educational disadvantage
and inform effective practices in England (Campbell & Levin for EEF, 2012)

Schools
(e.g. Leadership)

Intermediaries
(e.g. Research 

Schools)
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Our Research Schools Network  

Launched in 2016, the Network now has 
37 schools—27 Research Schools and 10 
Associate Research Schools—all appointed 
through a competitive application process. 

Our Research Schools Network aims to lead 
the way in the use of evidence-based teaching. 
They work with local schools and settings as 
well as a range of other partners including local 
authorities, multi-academy trusts, and school 
improvement organisations to inform their 
teaching by:

• encouraging schools to make use of 
evidence-based programmes

• providing training and professional 
development for teachers and senior 
leaders on how to use good evidence to 
improve decision-making and practice.

During the past three years more than 9,000 
schools have engaged with the Research 
Schools Network, with more than 3,000 new 
schools in the last year alone. Of this total at 
least 4,000 schools have received training 
or taken part in a Research School Network 
training programme. 
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1. Alexandra Park Associate Research School, 
Stockport

2. Aspirer Research School, Macclesfield

3. Blackpool Research School

4. Cumbria Research School

5. Manchester Communication Research School

6. Meols Cop Research School, Southport

7. Oldham Research School

8. Oldham Associate Research School

9. Wilbraham Associate Research School, 
Manchester 

10. Bradford Research School

11. Carmel Research School, Darlington

12. Huntington Research School, York

13. Newcastle Research School

14. North Yorkshire Coast Research School

15. Sheffield Associate Research School

16. Shotton Hall Research School,  
County Durham

17. Town End Associate Research School, 
Sunderland

18. The Wolds Associate Research School, 
Hull and the East Riding

34. Cornwall Associate Research School,  
Mounts Bay

35. HISP Research School, Eastleigh

36. Kingsbridge Research School, Devon

37. West Somerset Research School, Wells

19. Billesley Research School, Birmingham

20. St Matthew’s Research School, Birmingham

21. Staffordshire Research School

22. Sandringham Research School, Hertfordshire

23. Leicestershire and Rutland Associate 
Research School

24. Derby Research School

25. Ipswich Associate Research School

26. Kyra Research School, Lincolnshire

27. Norwich Research School

28. Unity Research School, Suffolk

29. Charles Dickens Research School, London

30. Durrington Research School, Worthing, 
West Sussex

31. East London Research School

32. Greenshaw Research School, Sutton

33. Kent Associate Research School

North West West Midlands and Central England

East Midlands and the East of England

London and the South East

South West and South Coast

Yorkshire and the North East
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Local partnerships   

This is the third year of our four-year regional 
initiative, after it was extended by a year due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Over the year, 
and despite the continued impact on school 
and partner capacity, we’ve seen great 
engagement and demand to work with the 
EEF and our Research Schools Network to 
use evidence to support school improvement. 

Our team of six regional leads has supported 
the brokerage and co-construction of over 100 
partnerships. Many of these have focused on 
making a difference for socio-economically 
disadvantaged children and young people, 
improving literacy outcomes, and in supporting 
understanding of effective professional 
development and implementation. 

These partnerships have enabled us to work 
with more than 700 schools with higher-than-
average numbers of disadvantaged pupils and 
lower than average attainment outcomes for 
those pupils in a sustained way.
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Case studies 

West Midlands and Central England

Working with the Central Region Schools 
Trust, Billesley Research School built on their 
previous engagement to deliver a programme 
of professional development drawing on the 
evidence from five EEF guidance reports. This 
partnership has included supporting school 
leaders and disadvantage leaders across 11 
trust schools. Working together has introduced 
new knowledge and through the training and 
additional coaching supported school leaders 
to develop school improvement planning.

East and East Midlands

A partnership between the EEF, Peterborough 
City Council and Norwich Research School 
brought together local primary schools 
to explore practical, evidence-informed 
approaches for closing the socio-economic 
attainment gap. The bespoke programme 
of support was developed in consultation 
with local school leaders and included a 
professional development programme led by 
Research Schools. Group coaching sessions 
to support implementation in practice was 
led by local school leaders who had already 
completed the training programme.  The 
project was subsidised by Peterborough City 
Council and the EEF. 12 schools were involved 
in this year, and a further 14 are expected to 
be involved next Autumn.  

Yorkshire and the North-East

A partnership between the EEF, 
Northumberland Local Authority and Newcastle 
Research School brought together local 
authority advisors, head teachers and senior 
leaders from across Northumberland to engage 
with the best available evidence on high 
quality teaching, targeted academic support 
and school-wide approaches, and to evaluate 
and implement enhancements to their Pupil 
Premium strategy so that all pupils can flourish.

This partnership also built the capacity for 
local authority advisors to support the ongoing 
application of learnings from the programme, 
through their own bespoke training from the 
Research School. These advisors then led the 
ongoing wraparound support to schools.
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Resources and tools to support evidence use   

To support the effective use of evidence, our team of specialists produce content that translates research evidence into practical 
action. Our guidance reports are accompanied by tools that help school leaders and teachers apply findings from research evidence.
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Figure 2: Reading comprehension—the sum of many parts 
   Adapted from Hogan, Bridges, Justice, and Cain (2011) 

The reading comprehension house

The left-hand side of the house illustrates that to become 
proficient at word reading, children need to build an awareness 
of the sound structures of language (phonological awareness) 
and knowledge of how language is represented in writing 
(print knowledge). This will support pupils to learn how to 
decode, translating written words into the sounds of spoken 
language. Skilled readers begin to recognise some full words 
automatically after repeated encounters with them and learn to 
read with fluency.

Word reading

The right-hand side of the house illustrates that to build strong 
language comprehension skills, pupils need to develop an 
understanding of grammar and syntax and build up a wide-
ranging vocabulary. They will also need to learn how to make 
inferences (using information in a text to understand things that 
are implied rather than explicitly stated) and monitor their own 
comprehension as they read. Additionally, pupils need to learn 
about different text structures and genres.

Language comprehension

IMPROVING LITERACY IN KEY STAGE 2

This resource supports the ‘Improving literacy in Key Stage 2—Second Edition’ guidance report.

The goal of teaching reading is to enable children to comprehend written texts. To do this, pupils need to build both word reading 
and language comprehension skills. These two key components of reading are supported by a broad academic consensus and 
underpinned by research evidence. 

The ‘reading comprehension house’ below illustrates that word reading and language comprehension are underpinned by a number 
of other building blocks of reading.  These component parts build on one another and connect together as children learn to read.

Reading comprehension 

Adapted from Hogan, T., Bridges, M., Justice, L., and Cain, K. (2011) ‘Increasing Higher Level Language Skills to Improve Reading 
Comprehension’, Focus on Exceptional Children, 44 (3), pp. 1-19.

• SEND ‘Five-a-day’ resources. To accompany our ‘SEND 
in Mainstream Schools’ guidance report, we produced 
blogs and easily accessible messages and tools based on 
our research into supporting pupils with SEND. They have 
proven incredibly popular and have been used by a range of 
organisations and evidence-informed partnerships. 

• Reading fluency resources. To supplement our updated 
‘Improving Literacy at Key Stage 2’ guidance report, we 
produced a range of popular blogs and tools to bring the 
guidance to life. By working with partner organisations, such 
as Herts for Learning, we helped embed evidence-informed 
fluency practices into classrooms around the country.  

13,602 downloads12,808 downloads 3,759 downloads

Highlights from this year include:

• ‘Moving Forwards, Making a Difference: Planning Guide 
for Schools’. This short, practical guide offers a manageable 
distillation, and compilation, of research sources and 
evidence-informed practice for school leaders. 
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Evidence guardianship   

Over the past three years, the Department for Education has 
rolled out the Early Career Framework reforms and developed 
a new suite of National Professional Qualifications to make sure 
that teachers at every stage of their career have access to a 
structured package of support and training. 

To make sure that these reforms are backed by robust and 
high-quality research evidence, we’ve independently assessed 
and endorsed the evidence that underpins both the Early Career 
Framework and National Professional Qualifications.  

In addition to quality assuring the frameworks on which the 
qualifications are based, we’ve also reviewed training materials 
developed by the lead providers responsible for delivering the 
reforms. Our activity has focused on ensuring that materials 

are aligned with the evidence base. Most recently, this has 
included reviewing materials for reformed National Professional 
Qualifications in Early Years Leadership and Leading Literacy,  
as well as materials from the new National Institute of Teaching. 

In the academic year 2021/22, almost 30,000 teachers began 
a National Professional Qualification, and a further 26,927 early 
career teachers started a provider-led Early Career Framework 
course, demonstrating the significant reach achieved through 
our work on these reforms. 

We’ll continue to play an integral role in ensuring policy 
frameworks and training programmes are underpinned by  
high-quality research, and that this evidence is used with fidelity. 

30,000 teachers began a National 
Professional Qualification, and 
a further 26,927 early career 
teachers started a provider-led 
Early Career Framework course, 
demonstrating the significant 
reach achieved through our work 
on these reforms.
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7. Working in partnership

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, children and young 
people experienced unprecedented disruption to their 
education. And things aren’t going back to normal, with Ofsted 
reporting that schools have seen higher levels of persistent 
absence since Autumn 2021. This is, in part, because 
repeated periods of isolation through national lockdowns have 
led some children to become disconnected from school.

We know that being away from school not only limits a child’s 
ability to succeed academically, but also puts them at risk 
of criminal exploitation or being trapped in dangerous home 
environments. But while it’s clear that school attendance is 
critical both to a child’s safety and achievement, we just don’t 
know what works best to keep children in class. 

That’s why this year we 
partnered with the Youth 
Endowment Fund (YEF) to 
fund programmes that aim 
to improve attendance and 
prevent exclusions.

We want to build on some of the great programmes and 
practices that are already out there and that have an 
evidence base for us to build on. We received over 200 
applications and will begin delivery and evaluation of the 
successful projects next year. 

We work with funding partners who share our commitment to offering the best possible education opportunities to 
children and young people from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds.

Partnership income/pledges by financial year:

£0m

All figures include cash received and written pledges secured. Grants from the Department for Education and contributions to projects from schools are all excluded from these figures.
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Over £40.7m contributed by 42 organisations 
and individuals to extend the reach of EEF’s work
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Case study: A safe, positive place to learn 
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Our partners

The EEF gratefully acknowledges the contributions of all its co-funding partners. 

We are grateful, too, for pro bono contributions in 2021-22 from our legal advisers, Bain & Co and Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer.
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8. Global collaboration  

We’re committed to global collaboration, learning with and from 
our partners to deliver evidence into the hands of teachers 
where it can make the biggest difference. 

We believe that greater global collaboration in the synthesis, 
generation and mobilisation of high-quality evidence will  
also support our core mission to boost attainment for  
socio-economically disadvantaged children and young  
people in England. 

More and better evidence of high-potential approaches and 
programmes will feed directly into the global evidence synthesis 
on which our popular Teaching and Learning Toolkit (and its 
Early Years companion) are based. It’ll also help us to fill gaps 
more quickly in the evidence base for the benefit of all teachers 
and students.

Developing international partnerships  
to support teachers worldwide 

We’re now partway through the fifth year of our partnership 
with the BHP Foundation. This year saw the extension of 
the partnership to seven years so that projects disrupted 
by COVID-19 could continue with support from the BHP 
Foundation’s £5m Global Trials Fund.

This extension award included an additional £1.2m for our 
partner in Australia, Evidence for Learning. This allows 
them to increase their capacity to localise EEF resources, 
strengthen their contribution to the global partners network 
and create a sustainable model for their evidence resources 
and mobilisation activity.

Over the last year our model has influenced policymakers 
around the globe:

• The Dutch government announced €330m as part of a 
national growth fund initiative to establish an evidence centre 
for education and in partnership with our Dutch partner, the 
Netherlands Initiative for Education Research (NRO).

• The Welsh Education Minister announced a partnership  
between the EEF and the Welsh government which will 
include the translation of the Toolkit into Welsh. 

• The Flemish government continue to work closely with us as 
they develop an EEF model for Flanders.
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Building a global evidence network   

As well as being used by most schools in England, our Teaching and 
Learning Toolkit has an increasing global reach, including translations  
in Spanish, Portuguese, French and Arabic.

• The Netherlands. Translation into Dutch in partnership with the NRO. This 
followed our support of the Dutch Government’s recovery strategy where 
the Toolkit was used to inform a menu of interventions available to schools.

• Cameroon, Nigeria, Chad, and Niger. Extensively contextualised 
as part of a partnership with Effective Basic Services Africa (eBASE) 
and Durham University supported by the Centre of Excellence for 
Development Impact and Learning (CEDIL). This includes a French 
translation and the addition of two new topics, menstrual hygiene 
management interventions and conditional cash transfers.

• Middle East and North Africa. Translation and contextualisation 
into Arabic for teachers and policymakers, complemented by the 
production of a Guidance Report on Arabic Literacy. The EEF is 
working in partnership with the Queen Rania Foundation.

• Latin America and the Caribbean. Translation into Spanish and 
Portuguese, along with the integration of more than 250 recent local 
studies that help contextualise the evidence for local teachers.  
The partnership between EEF and SUMMA is supported by the  
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and Fundación Chile (FCH).

• Spain. Translation into Spanish and Catalan through a partnership with 
EduCaixa (Fundación Bancaria “la Caixa”).

• Australia. Developing an Australian version of the Toolkit, 
contextualising it with recent examples of local research. The 
partnership now encompasses large-scale trials in Australian schools. 
This work is led by Evidence for Learning and Social Ventures Australia.
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Founding grant  

We were established in 2011 with a founding grant from the 
Department for Education of £125 million to be expended within 
15 years. In addition to investment returns on this endowment, 
we actively partner with other funders to help extend the reach 
of our work. 

In March 2022, the Department for Education (DfE) confirmed 
that the EEF would receive a re-endowment of a minimum 
of £100m to continue our work until at least 2032. Since that 
announcement, it has been confirmed that we will be granted 
£137m by the DfE.  

Grant funding   

This financial year to the 31st March 2022, our grant funding 
cycle focused on recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. We 
continued supporting the scale up and delivery of recovery 
approaches such as the National Tutoring Programme (NTP) 
and the Nuffield Early Language Intervention (NELI) at the end 
of the 2020/21 academic year. We also secured £10.5m of 
funding through the DfE’s Accelerator Fund, to further develop 
our programme pipeline work so there is a quality supply of 
evidence-based programmes that schools can easily access. 
This work was focused on regions identified by DfE as being 
particularly impacted by the pandemic. 

Our total grant expenditure amounted to £51.8 million in the 
financial year. The EEF approved funding to 33 Tuition Partners 
for £35.6 million in the year and committed £4.7m of spend on 
Accelerator Fund activity. The remainder was put towards our 
evidence mobilisation activity, generating research through 
evaluations of educational programmes as well as producing 
rapid evidence assessments. 

Financial review    

In the financial year under review, income including donations 
and legacies, income from trading activities and from 
investments was £34.1 million (2021: £42.7million). This 
included grants from the Department for Education relating 
to the National Tutoring Programme for £23.3m and for the 
Accelerator Fund of £6.4m. Total expenditure for the year 
was £57.3 million (2020: £35.4 million). Total funds were £52.6 
million as of 31 March 2022 (31 March 2021: £75.7 million), 
with £49.9m unrestricted and £2.7m restricted (31 March 2021: 
£56.5m and £19.2m respectively). 

The Trustees consider that the current level of free reserves 
(general unrestricted funds less fixed assets) of £49.6 million 
forms a pool available for supporting EEF activities to April 
2026—as stipulated in the terms of the initial grant—and 
believe this pool is sufficient to meet the planned expenditure 
requirements of the organisation for the foreseeable future.
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Investment management   

Our investment objectives aim to deliver the charitable 
outcomes for which it has been set up. 

Currently, these objectives are to: 

• Ensure a reasonable match between the cash flows from 
the assets in the portfolio and the EEF’s planned spending 
schedule; 

• Maximise potential spending power while remaining 
consistent with a low-risk investment policy. 

Goldman Sachs Asset Management is the portfolio manager  
for EEF’s endowment.

Investment performance, 2021-22    

The portfolio’s value at year end (31 March 2022) of £63.9 
million compared to £74.1 million in the previous year. There 
is an additional £1.1 million held in a liquid reserve fund (£28.5 
million in the previous year) restricted to the National Tutoring 
Programme (NTP) cashflow needs. The net decrease in value 
of the investment portfolio is due to withdrawals of £10 million 
made during the year to fund grants and evaluations as well as 
operating expenses, with a net revaluation gain of £0.1m, offset 
by investment management costs of £0.3m. The decrease 
in value of the liquid reserve fund for NTP is due to the final 
payments to Tuition Partners at the end of academic year 
2020/21.

The liquid reserves fund amount remaining at 31 March 2022 is 
held for final transition and evaluation costs. The overall return 
on the portfolio since inception in June 2011 has been 34%, an 
annualised rate of 2.7% per annum.
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10. Communicating our work

Social media

110,338 Twitter followers (10% increase)

30,679 Facebook likes (6% increase)

51,569 LinkedIn page followers (22% increase) 

1,600 YouTube subscribers (32% increase)

Our audience and engagement through social media platforms 
continue to grow. Across Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and 
YouTube, we have almost 200,000 followers. This year we hit 
the milestone of 100k followers on Twitter, putting us among the 
most followed English education accounts. 

We produce a regular programme of bespoke content for 
each platform, regularly reviewing engagement data to 
evaluate performance.

Website

• 1.3m users 

• 4.2m unique page views

• 910,341 downloads 

Our website continues to generate high amounts of traffic, 
with over 1.3m users this year. Our focus has been on iterative 
improvements, following last year’s full-scale website redesign. 
We undertook a user research project, involving usability testing 
with senior leaders and teachers from around the country.

We used the findings from the research to make improvements 
to the website. These included improving the navigation and 
search functions to aid users in finding their way around the site; 
and redesigning guidance report pages to make it easier for 
users to access and download resources. 

Media engagement

Our work —and EEF evidence—is regularly featured in the 
media. This year we received over 1,300 mentions in the media, 
including 35 in national news outlets and 150 in the TES and 
Schools Week. 

Our communications activities focus on building awareness of our work and promoting our latest resources and support. We use a range of channels to reach teachers, senior leaders, and other 
practitioners to make sure they have access to clear, practical, and well-evidenced ways to improve teaching and learning. 
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Direct communications with schools 

We communicate directly to every school in the country through 
email or direct mail at least once a term. We highlight our latest 
resources and support available to them.

Digital channels

EEF News Alerts

Our regular digital newsletters keep 44,000 subscribers up to 
date with our latest news, including guidance reports, evidence 
reviews, funding opportunities, and recruiting projects.

Bitesize evidence: free weekly email series

More than 20,000 people have subscribed to at least one of our 
eight free email series. Based on our guidance reports, you can 
sign up to receive practical recommendations delivered weekly, 
with hand-picked resources selected by the reports’ authors.

‘Evidence into Action’ podcast series

Our podcast series explores key insights from the education 
evidence base, drawing on external experts, EEF staff, as well 
as practitioners working in classrooms. 

This year, we released six episodes with topics including 
teaching reading, supporting pupils during exams, and effective 
professional development. Together, they received over 35,000 
downloads.  
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to our regular digital 

newsletters

20,000 subscribers 
to our free weekly 

email series

Six episodes and 
35,000 downloads 

of our podcast
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11. Get involved

Apply for funding

Our grant-funding supports the development 
and evaluation of programmes and 
approaches that aim to raise the attainment of 
two-19-year-olds, particularly those from socio-
economically disadvantaged backgrounds. 

We do this to find out what’s most likely to 
work, so we can put that into action across 
the country.

Since 2011, we’ve committed £130 million to 
fund 218 projects reaching over 1.8 million 
children and young people, including 500,000 
eligible for free school meals.

If you’re thinking of applying, you can read 
about our current funding round, take a look at 
common questions, and explore projects we’ve 
already funded.

Take part in a trial

More than 23,000 schools, nurseries and 
colleges in England have taken part in one of 
our trials. That’s more than half of all schools  
in England.

You can find out about projects that are 
currently looking for volunteers through  
our website. 

Your setting will benefit from the opportunity 
to trial a high-potential project at a subsidised 
rate, as well as contributing to important 
research which will help colleagues across the 
education sector.

Sign up for EEF News Alerts

Our regular digital newsletters keep 
44,000 subscribers up to date with our 
latest news. You can sign up to hear about 
guidance reports, evidence reviews, funding 
opportunities, and recruiting projects.

Support us

We work in partnership with funders who 
share our commitment to offering the best 
possible education opportunities to children 
and young people from socio-economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. 

Since 2011, more than £40 million has been 
gifted and pledged by a range of organisations 
to help extend the reach of our work. If you’re 
interested in partnering with us, please do get 
in touch.

Follow the EEF

On Twitter @EducEndowFoundn

By liking Facebook.com/EducEndowFoundn

By subscribing to our YouTube channel

By connecting on LinkedIn

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/apply-for-funding
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/apply-for-funding/funding-faqs
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/projects/mathematics-mastery
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/projects?projectPhase=recruiting
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/sign-up
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/about-us/get-in-touch
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/about-us/get-in-touch
https://twitter.com/EducEndowFoundn
https://en-gb.facebook.com/EducEndowFoundn/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5-jDNhzw1ySqP42gCv23IQ
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/education-endowment-foundation
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